Take a brief respite from the energy of Miami Beach and escape to a sanctuary that offers balance, tranquility and indulgence. Praised as one of the best in the area, The Ritz-Carlton Spa, South Beach is an ideal haven that offers rejuvenating body therapies and sumptuous beauty treatments using world-renowned products and techniques. Immerse yourself in the calm flow of luxury.

One Lincoln Road, Miami Beach, FL 33139  786.276.4090

reserve your appointment online: www.ritzcarlton.com/southbeach
Experience
Deco Experience $425
Miami Detox $255
Night Out on the Town $275
Body
Nourished Glow $145
Body Balancer $245
Ultimate Body Experience $295
Taste of the Tropics $145
Facial
The Hydrafacial MD® $345
Deep Muscle Massage $225
Custom Facial $145
Age Defying Facial $165
Haute Couture Facial $185
Ultimate Radiance & Renewal Facial $215
Antioxidant Facial $165
Men
The Men’s Massage $275
Muscle Recovery Massage $195
Custom Facial $145
Age Defying Facial $165
Relaxation Massage $195
Haute Couture Facial $215
Ultimate Radiance & Renewal Facial $215
Power Hour $275
The Men’s Facial $195
Beauty
Ultimate Manicure $75
Manicure $35
Ultimate Pedicure $105
Pedicure $65
Gel Manicure $75
Gel Pedicure $95
Nail Repair $95
Micro-current $75
Lifestyle Anti-Aging Boosters $150
Alpha Beta Peel $75
Hand, Foot or Back Reviver $20
Hot Stone Melter $20
Moroccan Oil Scalp Treatment $20
Smooth & Firm Body Butter $20
Enhancements
Micro-current $75
Lifestyle Anti-Aging Boosters $150
Alpha Beta Peel $75
Hand, Foot or Back Reviver $20
Hot Stone Melter $20
Moroccan Oil Scalp Treatment $20
Smooth & Firm Body Butter $20
Waxing
Lip/Chin/Eyebrow $35
Face $65
Bikini $65
Half Leg $65
Full Leg $65
Arms $65
Partial Back $65
Full Back $65
Under Arm $35
Hair
Shampoo & Style $295
Shampoo & Style with Extensions $295
Ladies Haircut and Finish $95
Gentlemen’s Haircut $55
Child’s Haircut (under 12 yrs of age) $35
Bang Trim $25
Special Occasion Up-Do $85
Wedding Up-Do $145
Touch Up Color/Roots $95
Fullcolor $225
Highlighting/Low Lighting $195
Double Process Color/Highlight $225
Shampoo & Style Added to Chemical Service $295
Make-up
Make-up Application $75
Special Occasion Make-up $350
Consultation $35
PRICING
Designed for busy schedules, the Timeless Capsule is a private space for express treatments. Audiophiles will delight in the Fusion Massage Chair which immerses your head in high fidelity sound set to stimulating video imagery, while tired neck, back and shoulder muscles are kneaded.

The Zero Gravity Chair positions the body to induce a sense of weightlessness by elevating the feet to the same level as the heart, leaving you stress-free and energized.

**MASSAGE**

**FUSION BACK MASSAGE**
Revive tired and fatigued muscles with this luxurious chair massage using moderate to firm pressure to leave a feeling of rejuvenation.

- 12M / $25
- 25M / $50
- 40M / $80

**FOOT RESCUE**
A relaxing and effective treatment utilizing a zero-gravity chair with focus on the lower legs and pressure points of the feet.

- 12M / $25
- 25M / $50
- 40M / $80

**HEAD IN THE CLOUDS**
A deeply relaxing scalp massage to reduce tension.

- 12M / $25
- 25M / $50
- 40M / $80

**FACIAL**

**REVITALIZING FACIAL**
Purify, hydrate, brighten and smooth your complexion with this quick and effective facial.

- 25M / $50
- 40M / $80

**FIRMING EYE TREATMENT**
This targeted treatment helps to firm and hydrate the eye area reducing the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles.

- 25M / $50

**COLLAGEN RADIANCE**
Rejuvenate the skin and improve its youthful glow with this relaxing but potent treatment.

- 25M / $50